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For a complex valued function/defined on a compact set E in the plane, let ||/||jï=maxZe£|/(z)|.
Iff is also continuous and nonvanishing on T, a closed Jordan curve, let A(/, T) denote the winding number of the closed curve/(T) with respect to the origin.
Using some of this author's recent results [1] , a method for calculating best meromorphic approximants with a fixed number of free poles to a certain class of functions on a closed Jordan curve is found. We begin by considering the special case where that curve is the unit circle U. The more general case will be discussed briefly later. «A(*, £0 + 1, which thus yields a contradiction.
We may therefore assume that ||/?*||r/=||Ä||t;. It then follows [2] that \R*(z)\ = \\R\\tj=X for all z e U since otherwise there exists a polynomial p(z) such that and so we are again led to a contradiction. Furthermore, as a consequence of Rouché's theorem, R* must be a finite Blaschke product. Let N denote the number of zeros and J the number of poles that R* has in D (J<n-M-I). Now since both R and R* are finite Blaschke products having the same uniform norm on U, it follows that /?(l/z)=/?*(l/z) whenever R(z)= R*(z). Since R(z)=R*(z) has at least n-M roots in D, it therefore has at least n-M roots in {|z|>l}. Furthermore, it will have at least \N+K-J\ roots on U and the total number of roots is no more than K+N+J. As mentioned before, it is possible to state Theorem 1 in a more general form by replacing U by an arbitrary closed Jordan curve F and by dropping the condition that the aks be distinct. Since the result in [I] that we previously referred to is given in that general setting, we refer to that paper for the details of this generalization.
We might finally remark that the range of results given here is quite narrow and that there are still many open questions. In particular, the problem of finding the meromorphic function having k poles, where k<n-1, of best uniform approximation to / on f is open and is, in fact, the stumbling block for the extension of these results to the approximation of wider classes of functions.
